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If you want people to find “data”, what should 
“it” look like?

2. What is visualization: Data-driven 
method to reflect upon our own discipline to 
support the general public.

1. Ensemble guidance: Glyph design and 
ranking to capture and guide attention.

what do they domain experts see?

what do we vis experts see?



1. Attentional guidance: Glyph design and 
ranking to capture and guide attention.

looking into the dark space of human behaviors

Collaborators:

Computer science: Judith Terrill (NIST)

Quantum physicist: Bryant Garnett (NIST)

PhD student: Henan Zhao

Goals: how does visualization support search from highly 
dense spin vectors to study their distributions and 
relationships?
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How Do We Find Things?

Image courtesy of Healey and Enns 2011.

Previous theory: bottom-up

Global ensemble features are 
also pre-attentive

New!

Image courtesy of Whitney 2018

Find a 5-years old boy (or two). Capture | hold

Step 1: Global viewing experience

Step 2: Binding features to objects color
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Dual-process

How Do We Find Things?
Wolfe 2021, GS 6.0.



Binding

Without attention


With attention

=

Image courtesy of Jeremy Wolfe.
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Image courtesy of Jeremy Wolfe.
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Binding
With attention


Find 

Image courtesy of Wolfe 2017.

Image courtesy of Wolfe 2017



Global ensemble features are 
also pre-attentive

New!
Without attention


If you know the target, the task 
becomes a pattern matching. 


e.g., try to find

Image courtesy of Wolfe 2017.

Large-magnitude-range 
quantum spins

Quantify 
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SplitVectors

1200,000,000  = 1.2 x 109



linear log

text splitVectors

Ratio Comparison (which 
one is larger?)

Magnitude 
reading

splitVector Length-length Length-length | color Length-color Length-texture splitVector Length-length Length-length | colorLength-color Length-texture



splitVector Length-length Length-length | colorLength-color Length-texture

Driller

Scanner

works when spins are randomized

Scene Structures and Statistical 
Attributes are Pre-attentive

New!

Two-Dimensional Multiple-Scale 
Visual Symmetry



Conclusion
We validated the duel-process theory in visualizations. 


Ensembles (a group of similar object) are pre-attentive 
independent of their locations.


Use ensemble scene features to facilitate very difficult 
search tasks.


Humans see forest (global ensembles) before trees (local 
features).


Categorical color is better than size and texture for 
reveal global structures.


Visual encoding methods can alter viewers’ behaviors. 

Cognitive trait?

Related Concept
GIST (A. Olivia, 2005): The phenomenal experience 
of understanding everything at once.

Memorability (A. Olivia, 2011): an image computable measure 
of information unity.



Related Concept
Interactive large network analysis

2. What is visualization: Data-driven 
method to reflect upon our own discipline. 

1. Ensemble guidance: Glyph design and 
ranking to capture and guide attention.

what do they domain experts see?

Machine learning method to 
read papersCollaborators:


Petra Isenberg, Tobias Isenberg, Michael 
Sedlmair, Torsten Möller, Han-Wei Shen, 
Robert Laramee

Output: IEEE data port


IEEE VIS Figures and Table dataset 
(VIS30K)


Three benchmark datasets for scholarly 
article layout analysis



Goals

Generating training data that is 100% 
accurate without human annotation


Randomize training data to mimic the target 
domain

Render-to-real



Read charts

collaborators: Harry Chao, Hanspeter Pfister, 
Daniel Haehn, Shuning Jiang

Conclusion
Human visual understanding is not coming from local features (e.g., 
edges, orientations, colors, and shapes)  to increasing complex global 
objects and structures. In contrast, it is initiated from the high-level 
global configuration. 


Gist, ensembles, and memorability are inherent visual mechanisms 
that can aid human (and sometimes AI to make decisions.)


Seeing a chuck of information (ensembles) differs from single items.


May support interactive comparisons.


Both machines and humans can read. Thus, we can study the 
complementary roles they may play. 

Thank you!

A swimming bat @ Brown (Video courtesy of the Swartz lab)

A multimodal multi-view environment for comparative data analysis.
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